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Energy SDG indicators: a great starting point

• SDG7 recognizes central role of energy within sustainable development

• Emphasis on tracking enhance policy/statistics communities cooperation -

raising profile of energy statistics 

• Large effort to develop a coherent international tracking framework, 

optimising use for policy tracking of available data (e.g. energy balances)

Current SDG7 indicator set: good initial picture of national energy trends 
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However, high-level indicators may not tell us the full story

For example, can energy intensity really track energy efficiency progress?

Data source: IEA, Energy efficiency indicators

Need more disaggregated data to understand driving factors
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Question 1: How to improve sustainable energy tracking?

• Complement/refine current indicator set to track goal more accurately, eg:

- Access: refine “universal access” definition to capture reliability/affordability concepts; 

- Renewables: distinguish traditional from modern; track electricity/heat/transport; 

- Efficiency: track end-use intensities at sectoral level  (buildings; transport; industry)

• Expand indicator set to understand the broader picture to reflect national complexities 

(e.g. import dependency; climate mitigation; pollution; etc) 

• Disaggregate at sub-national level; by categories to look at interdependencies; etc

Any new data /indicators: based on national policy priorities
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Question 2: How to enhance the underlying statistical capacity?

• National: strengthen statistics capacity / embed energy data in statistical plans 

(resources; legal framework; institutional arrangements to share data/coordinate 

collection across areas; etc). Consolidate energy balance first.

• International: optimize cooperation (sharing good practices across countries; 

harmonizing methodologies/definitions; minimizing data collection burden; etc).

A key role of international organisations in support of countries’ work
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IEA contributing work to sustainable energy tracking 

• Consolidated work on global data collection 

and energy statistics methodologies

• Soon releasing analysis on: 

access, renewables and efficiency

•Statistics and policy capacity building 

focus on this region: EU4Energy
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www.iea.org
IEA
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Additional reference material

The IEA work on energy efficiency indicators data
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Sound energy balances are the basis for high-level indicators
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However, more detailed data are needed to understand energy use
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Different end-uses drive sectoral consumption
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Energy efficiency indicators: residential sector

energy efficiency 

indicator

energy

activity

For each end-use:

 Space heating*

 Space cooling*

 Water heating

 Cooking

 Lighting

 Appliances (energy use, 
stock, diffusion)

 Refrigerator

 Freezer

 Dishwasher

 Clothes washer

 Clothes dryer

 TV

 Computers

* Temperature corrected, using  HDD & CDD

# of dwellings floor area (m²)
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Energy efficiency indicators: industry sector

Value added ($)

Energy efficiency 

indicator

energy

activity

For 19 major ISIC sub-sectors 
(by fuel type)

 Paper

 Chemicals

 Other non-metallic 
mineral

 Basic metals

Physical production (t) 
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Energy efficiency indicators: transport sector

energy efficiency indicator

energy

activity

 Transport segment

 passenger / freight

 Transport modes

 road, rail, air, water, etc.

Vehicle 

stock Load factor

Distance 

travelled

Passenger-km or tonne-km

Occupancy
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The IEA energy efficiency (end-use) data collection / dissemination 

 Agreed by member countries in 2009  (IEA Ministerial)

 Developed with international community of experts,
based on historical work on indicators (Odyssee, LBNL, etc.)

 A user-friendly Excel template (available online)

 Collects energy consumption and activity data 

 Covers four sectors: residential, services, industry, transport 

 A publication: Energy efficiency indicators Highlights
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Fundamentals on statistics: 
to provide guidance on how to collect the data needed for 
indicators

 Includes a compilation of existing practices from across the world

 https://goo.gl/Y8QD1G

Essentials for policy makers: 
to provide guidance to develop and interpret energy 
efficiency indicators

 https://goo.gl/agcNg2
Both available also in:
• Spanish
• Russian 
• Chinese

IEA tools to develop energy efficiency indicators

https://goo.gl/Y8QD1G
https://goo.gl/agcNg2

